1. **PROPOSED REGION #:** XIII

2. **REGIONAL BOUNDARIES**

   (The proposed Region XIII request the Board of Directors via Regions Council to consider the formation of this region based on four existing Chapters, indicated as follows, having been in operation for more than three years with members 1450 and student members 600 approx.)

   The boundaries of Region XIII will include the following Chapters:

   HONG KONG
   MALAYSIA
   SINGAPORE
   TAIWAN

3. **PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION DATE:** JULY 1, 1998

4. **TENTATIVE CHAPTER REGIONAL CONFERENCE DATE:**

   Host Chapter: SINGAPORE
   General Chair: MR WONG, WAI-KWONG
   Location: SINGAPORE
   Date: AUG, 7-9, 1998
5. **PROPOSED REGIONAL OFFICERS**

(Refer to Attachment A for a description of the positions listed below.)

**NAME**

A. **Director & Regional Chair**
   MR TING, JOSEPH K / MR. TSE, VINCENT

B. **Assistant DRC (Optional)**
   MR WONG, WAI-KWONG / MR. TSE, VINCENT

C. **Nominating Committee**
   Member
   DR NG, ENG HONG / DR. CHU, ROGER
   Alternate
   MR YIM, HON WA / PROF. BONG, YET-YIN

D. **REGIONAL VICE CHAIR-Grass Roots Committees** (Candidates for Regional Vice Chair must be Member grade of the Society for at least three years prior to the start of their term)
   
   **Chapter Programs**
   MR YU, PHILIP / MR. TOH, STEVEN

   **Membership Promotion**
   MR WANG, JIMMY / PROF. BONG, YET-YIN

   **Refrigeration**
   PROF KANNAN / MR. JAN, EUGENE

   **Research Promotion**
   PROF OW, CHEE-SHENG / DR. CHU, ROGER

   **Student Activities**
   DR FANG, LIANG-JYI / MR. JAN, EUGENE

   **Tech/Energy/Govt Activities**
   MR WONG, YEW-WAH / MR. LOH, BERNARD

E. **Regional Historian (Optional)**
   DR TAO, EDWIN / MR. TSE, VINCENT